WASHINGTON - The House of Representatives voted 292-136 yesterday for landmark legislation that would change the way most Americans pay their income taxes while shifting a big share of the burden to corporations.

The bill was hailed as the most thorough income-tax revision ever. The political breakdown: 74 Democrats and 62 Republicans voted no, with many of them expressing concern about the bill's impact on an economy plagued by sluggish growth.

The margin of victory for the measure was more overwhelming than even its staunchest supporters had predicted. Some had forecast it would pass by 30 to 50 votes.

Brothers get variance in bid to open Corby Tavern

BY MARILYN BENCHIK
Assistant, Saint Mary's Editor

The prospectively buyers of Corby Tavern are one step closer to opening the once-popular student bar after yesterday's meeting of the South Bend Board of Zoning Appeals.

Thomas and Robert Przybylinski, two brothers, received the variance to continue legal non-conforming use of the property.

The brothers needed the variance because opening the tavern at its present location conflicts with a city ordinance code. The code states no more than two controlled-use establishments can operate within 1,000 feet of each other.

Two other bars are now operating at the intersection of Corby, South Bend Avenue and Edly Street.

The Przybylinski brothers still must get a license from the Indiana Alcoholic and Beverage Commission (ABC) before the tavern can open.

The license hearing has yet to be set.

The president of the Northeast Neighborhood Council, Arthur Quigley, came to the meeting to state his opposition to the tavern which moves in.

"With all of those bars in that location we need to control it and card that many people, and it will be difficult to maintain conditions as to offer a good quality of life for the residents," said Quigley.

see TAX page 4
see CORBY'S, page 5

A Weekend with Purdue

Alumni Association slates weekend events

The Notre Dame Alumni Association has prepared a list of events scheduled for the weekend:

TODAY:
9 a.m.: The Notre Dame Marching Band marches from Washington Hall to Cartier Field.
12:30 p.m.: Band Concert from the steps of the Administration Building.
1 p.m.: Performance by the Notre Dame Glee Club in the North Dome of the ACC.

TOMORROW:
9 a.m.: The Notre Dame Marching Band marches from Washington Hall to Cartier Field.
2:10 p.m.: Band pre-game performance in the stadium.
2:30 p.m.: Notre Dame Fighting Irish vs. Purdue University Boilermakers.

After game: Hospitality Center in the ACC North Dome.

see AA, page 3
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Overemphasis on winning can throw fun for a big loss

Chris Bednarski
Assistant News Editor

I laced up my old cleats, threw on my dirty sweatshirt and headed up my arm. Yes, I was ready for my first section football game of the year.

The purpose of these autumn contests, I always thought, was to have some fun tossing the old pigskin around, meet some guys from the other sections, and maybe get a little exercise to boot. By halftime, however, I realized everyone else was playing for a different reason.

TO WHOM

As the second half progressed each team became even more intent upon winning. Self-appointed leaders began loudly ordering their section-mates around like a drill sergeant ordering a Marine recruit.

A rough push here and a mild dispute over pass interference there soon had the players on each team angry with one another.

Anxiously turned into a bad argument over a touchdown, and the argument nearly led to a fight between two players. One of them had restrained.

What happened to a little fun and exercise? What happened to meeting a few guys from the other section and throwing the football around a little?

This wasn't the first time I had participated in a section game or even a pick-up game at the Rock that started out as an amicable contest between friends and ended with a heated argument.

I couldn't help asking myself why these people were taking a silly little football game so seriously. What could cause people to get into fights over a game that really didn't mean to be fun? Is this what some people call fun?

Winning is very important to some people. This includes winning at any sort of competitive event, even one that may seem trivial, according to Notre Dame Professor of Psychology, Della Saenz.

Saenz said that in our society, winning is equivalent to success, and success is an important contributor to our self-esteem. She said people relate their self-esteem to achievement.

People are raised to value different things, said Saenz. Some people are raised to believe grades are important, some that social situations are important, and others, like some of the players at the section football game, that sports ability is important.

As a freshman I remember being told, at one of those exhilarating orientation speeches, that 80 percent of the Notre Dame student body earned a varsity letter in high school. If this is true then I would be willing to bet there are a lot of Notre Dame students who value their sports ability.

Saenz said if people value their sports ability highly, they will be very competitive in sports. “Someone highly competitive will always seek to win. Competitive people relate their ability to their self-esteem,” she said.

The value of success is very high at colleges.

Support the March of Dimes

Comprehensive programs for persons with:
- Bulimia Nervosa
- Anorexia Nervosa
- Compulsive Overeating

HOPE
Healthy Options for Problem Eaters

South Bend Community Health Center

An Affiliate of Memorial Hospital of South Bend

For your leader story please see the page from the last issue of the Observer.
Ethanol plant may get $8.5 million

Associated Press

SOUTH BEND- A government-supported ethanol plant, pinched by a sharp drop in prices and denied further subsidy by the Legislature, may receive $8.5 million from a settlement paid the state by Exxon Corp., officials said yesterday.

The proposal announced by Lt. Gov. John Mutz must win the approval of the federal Department of Energy.

Use of the $50 million paid Indiana by Exxon to settle an overcharging case is restricted by federal legislation.

South Bend's $186 million ethanol plant, built and operated by New Energy Co. of Indiana, began production two years ago, aided by a $10.89 million appropriation from the General Assembly. The ethanol is mixed with gasoline to form gasohol, a mixture that boosts octane rating of unleaded gasoline.

But falling world oil prices caused the price of ethanol to drop 60 cents in 1986 to well below $1 a gallon, company Chief Executive Officer Donald Evans said. Earlier this year, the Legislature killed a measure that would have provided an additional $7.8 million subsidy for the venture.

"This is one of those situations that is marginal at the present time," Mutz said as a partial justification for the additional money.

In an annual report filed with the Federal Securities and Exchange Commission, New Energy said the lower 1986 prices "have greatly limited the ability of the company to profitably produce and market ethanol."

But Evans said the plant is producing 60 million gallons a year, exceeding its rate capacity of 52.5 million gallons, and is current with its debt payments. "We aren't prospering, but we are meeting all our obligations," he said.

The $8.5 million payment, if approved, would be given as a grant to be repaid only if New Energy becomes profitable, Mutz said. The money would be used to help meet payments on a $141 million federally guaranteed loan, Mutz said. The company is renegotiating to extend the life of the loan to 13 years from the present eight years.

"The plant will be self-sufficient after this round of help," Evans said.

Soviets still hold Daniloff as Shultz seeks agreement

Soviets officials yesterday considered a two-stage U.S. proposal to let American newsmen Nicholas S. Daniloff leave Moscow and Secretary of State George P. Shultz left the door open for another meeting with the Soviet foreign minister.

"We're working on it," Shultz said in between meetings with foreign ministers attending a special U.N. General Assembly session.

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze held his own series of talks, and told reporters while posing for photographs with French Prime Minister Jacques Chirac: "the less noise the better. We continue to work in a calm atmosphere."

Shultz and Shevardnadze met twice Tuesday. One U.S. official said yesterday that the negotiations were "active," and that Shultz might see Shevardnadze again.

The Reagan administration proposal would let Daniloff leave Moscow while Soviet physicist Dennis Zakharov is tried in Brooklyn on spy charges. If Zakharov is convicted, he would be exchanged for an unspecified number of Soviet dissidents.

Administration officials publicly refuse to equate the Daniloff and Zakharov cases, saying the U.S. News & World Report correspondent is innocent. They also rule out any trade. But privately, they acknowledge the proposal has been put to the Soviets for consideration.

Shevardnadze said earlier yesterday that "we have given good proposals" to the Americans. "They must think about them."

The Observer is accepting applications for the following positions:

Copy Editor Day Editor

Applications are due by Friday, Sept 26. Inquiries should be made to Tripp Bolls or Mark Pankowski Call 239-5313 or come up to The Observer's new offices on the third floor of the LaFortune Student Center.

AA continued from page 1

anyone interested in AA can attend the meetings.

At Notre Dame, Holy Cross House holds 15 weekly meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous, open to all AA members. The Memorial Library's campus recently began hosting a weekly meeting for the convenience of AA members as well as Notre Dame faculty and staff, a local member said. The member also said Alcoholics Anonymous holds 65 weekly meetings in the St. Joseph's Valley area.

ALL STADIUM FACE STRIPING

PAINTING TO BE DONE ON GREEN FIELD NEAR SR/ALUMNI CLUB

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY FUNDRAISER

Sponsored by the Finance Club of Notre Dame

*Half of the proceeds donated to American Cancer Society
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cluding those for Individual Re-
tensions. And it's important to in-
terest and sales taxes. On the aver-
age, individual taxes would be cut about 6.1 percent - less than $4 a week -and more than 6 million working poor would be dropped from the tax rolls.

Several million couples and indi-
viduals would face tax increases.

Over the next five years, cor-
porations would pay a $120-

billion greater share of the tax
burden and business would lose a
major incentive for job-creating investments - changes that worry some lawmakers and economists.

Members of both parties spoke
against the measure - expressing fear that it would damage - an already sluggish economy, im-
pose another burden on the middle class or destroy jobs in their districts.

The legislation, said Rep. Bill
Frenzel, R-Minn., will hurt eco-
nomic growth, savings, job crea-
tion, exports, U.S. competitiv-
ese, housing, education and char-
ity.

Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, added, "There is both good and bad in this bill. The risks associ-
ated with the bill outweigh hoped-for benefits of the good."

At the House hearing, Rep.
Rostenkowski told the House, "About the only people I haven't heard from are those people this bill does the most for-low and middle-income families. They are the men and women to whom we must make our case, no matter which way we vote."

"The loss of tax provisions favoring capital income may lead to a decline in investment as farmers and small businessmen choose to repair, rather than to replace equipment and build new homes," said Rep. Edward Madigan, R-Ill., echoing economists who testified before a congressional panel.

Sponsors said the lower cor-
porate rates and generous depreciation system in the bill would be sufficient incentive for business to invest. Anti-tax shelter features would free for pro-
ductive use money that now is invested to avoid tax rather than turn a profit, backers say.

Opponents had other prob-
lems with the bill. Some were concerned that while helping the poor and the rich, it would dis-
criminate against middle-

income families by restricting some prize deductions.

Others were upset that home-
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Graduate into Management
at Taco Bell

Your college education was the first step in your business career plan. Now you're looking for more than just a job. You want a progressive career in a top company where there's room to grow.

And that's exactly what we can offer you at Taco Bell.

As a leading division of fortune 50 PepsiCo, Inc., Taco Bell is built on success and currently operates over 2,000 restaurants. When you consider that food service is the second fastest growing service industry in the U.S., with sales over $115 billion, you get an idea of the remarkable potential for Taco Bell and for you.

Our comprehensive Restaurant Management training program is designed to give you hands-on experience in the full spectrum of restaurant operations, including accounting, cash management, inventory control and human resource management. If you have the ambition and drive to excel, you can advance rapidly to multi-unit supervision and beyond. These opportunities are available to graduates from any academic discipline. As a college graduate, you will earn a minimum starting salary of $16,000 annually and receive excellent company benefits.

Now is the time to explore your career potential at Taco Bell. We encourage you to talk with our Representatives who will be interviewing on campus.

September 30, 1986

Equal Opportunity Employer.

TACO BELL
A PepsiCo, Inc. Company.

A great pizza is getting harder and harder to find.

But here it is. Great taste crust. Luscious sauce. Real cheese, grated fresh. Toppings, toppings, toppings. Because you might have to go out of your way to find us, we go out of our way to make it worth every step you take.

52920 U.S. 34 N 277-5880

COUPON

Friday and Saturday
Coupon Special
Large for Price of Medium

Good for Carry out or delivery
Not valid with any other offer

EXPIRES 10-10-86
Town tense as killer eludes police

Associated Press

WRIGHT CITY, Mo. - Residents of this farm town were growing increasingly tense and angry yesterday knowing that a mentally ill man suspected in three shootings might still be in their midst after eluding a three-day dragnet.

Almost everyone had a gun, and didn’t hide it. Frightened families huddled behind locked doors, fearing the suspect might show up on their doorstep.

Increasingly tense and angry yesterday knowing that a midwest after eluding a three-day hunt remained either holed up or lay wounded and immobilized somewhere in a field or woods.

“We think he is out there, and we’re after him in full force,” said Hal Helterhoff, FBI agent in charge of the St. Louis office. Authorities, however, said they had no solid leads on Jackson’s whereabouts.

“Tomorrow we will do very much what we did today,” Helterhoff said at the end of yesterday’s search. “We are committed to do that.”

Jackson was last seen fleeing a stolen Cadillac on Monday night just minutes after he exchanged gunfire with two Wright City police officers.

Attention Fighting Irish Fans

Now you can enjoy THE FIGHTING IRISH FIGHT SONG everytime the phone rings. THE FIGHTING IRISH RINGER is now available in limited quantities:

Simply plug it into your phone and enjoy the song when friends call you. Due to limited quantities the unfilled orders will be returned unopened.

(Please pay by cashiers check or money order. Personal checks will delay your order due to check clearance time.)

Enclosed is $9.95. Send Ringer to:

Name

Address

City, ST

Zip

FUTURE VISION

telecommunications

Box 831541

Richardson, TX 75083

Corby's

continued from page 1

Quigley added there will be more neighborhood opposition at the upcoming ABC meeting.

"The voice of the surrounding neighborhood will be stronger at that meeting than it has been up until now," he said.

Corby Tavern, 1026 Corby Blvd., was permitted to stay open previously for years because it was protected by a grandfather clause, which allowed it to operate despite the controlled use ordinance.

The tavern closed April 2, 1985. Because non-conforming use ceased for more than a year, the board had to approve continued non-conforming use before the tavern could be opened again.

The board met in August to decide the fate of the tavern, but it was discovered not all the neighbors of the property had been properly notified of the tavern's reopening. The neighbors have since been notified.

CTI, which had controlled the assets of the tavern, sold them to Thomas Przybylinski on Aug. 29, 1986. The brothers purchased the actual building from another party.

Before Corby Tavern closed, its license was revoked by the ABC for serving alcohol to minors.

The board decided at yesterday's meeting that the Przybylinski brothers needed to provide a recorded commitment promising no minors would to be served.

Attorney John Gourley, who represents the Przybylinski brothers, immediately produced the necessary document.

The Observer

is now accepting applications for the following position:

Maintenance Manager

Duties include: maintenance of production equipment

Salary Position

If interested, stop up at The Observer, 3rd Floor, LaFortune Center to fill out an application.

Close of textbook case nears as Christians call for prayer

Associated Press

GREENEVILLE, Tenn. - Arguments ended Wednesday in a lawsuit over Tennessee's textbooks that pits seven fundamentalist families against public school curriculum, with one parent asking Christians to pray for the federal judge who must decide the case.

"I encourage Christians everywhere to hold Judge (Thomas) Hull up in their prayers," Vicki Frost said on the federal courthouse steps after closing arguments by attorneys for the families and the Hawkins County school board.

Frost and 13 other parents have objected to the pacifist, magic, feminist and other anti-Christian themes they said they found in the 1983 Holt, Rinehart, Winston readers.

The parents, demanding a religiously-acceptable alternative book, do not want their children reading Shakespeare or stories such as "The Wizard of Oz" and "The Diary of Anne Frank" in the context of the Holt readers.

Hull, who presided over eight days of testimony in July, has given himself 30 days to decide the civil case, which both sides predict will be appealed in federal court.
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Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS. A local company is offering a 15-minute honesty test for businesses that want to screen job applicants for trustworthiness and drug use.

Carl Cohen, president of CIC enterprises, said "The Integrity Interview" was developed by 16 lawyers, psychologists, business consultants and linguists.

The client is instructed to have the job applicant call CIC on a toll-free Indianapolis number to take the test. A CIC operator takes down such information as the applicant's name, age, sex and Social Security number, and then turns on a small cassette recorder. Applicants respond to the taped questions with "yes," "no" or a number.

The simplified format makes the test understandable to nearly everyone, Cohen said.

"People can't read anymore," he said. "But they can still listen.

We gave this test to sixth-graders and they understood it very well." The test is designed for those seeking entry level positions, Cohen said.

Most people who take the test are applying for jobs such as gas station attendants, fast food cashiers and other positions in which people routinely handle a lot of money in small denominations.

Most of the questions, however, ask about general attitudes or seemingly trivial incidents.
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Soviets honor three Chernobyl firefighters for heroism

Associated Press

MOSCOW The Soviet Union yesterday bestowed its highest honors for heroism on three firefighters at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant who battled flames at the No. 4 reactor and prevented a greater nuclear disaster.

Two of the firefighters, Viktor Ribenok and Vladimir Pravik, died of radiation sickness. The government newspaper Izvestia printed a picture of the surviving firefighter, Major Leonid Telyatnikov, on the front page beside a major article that criticized bureaucratic bungling, the selection of the site and other shortcomings as contributing to the disaster at Chernobyl.

The decrees honoring Telyatnikov, Ribenok and Pravik said they had been awarded the gold stars given to heroes in the Soviet Union for "courage, heroism and selflessness."

Soviet television also announced the awards, showing photographs of the three firefighters in their uniforms before the Chernobyl disaster.

Telyatnikov was also shown in an interview in a Moscow hospital. He is much thinner than in the earlier photo and his hair was almost gone.

The television commentator apologized that TV could not show pictures of the reactor fire on April 26 and said film shot then was spoiled by radiation.

For the first time, television showed a diagram of the plant which made clear that its four reactors are at each corner of a rectangular machine hall containing the turbine generators powered by steam from the reactors.

The roof of the building housing the No. 4 reactor was ablaze when Ribenok and Pravik arrived at the scene, the television commentator reported.

The most terrible thing was that the fire was threatening the machine hall ... with all the turbines ... and could have spread to the No. 3 reactor, the television said.

Like other media accounts, it said Telyatnikov, Ribenok and Pravik prevented the blaze from engulfing the No. 3 reactor and nearby oil storage tanks.

The youth newspaper Komsomol'skaya Pravda on May 16 gave a vivid account of how Pravik and Ribenok arrived to fight the blaze minutes after No. 4 reactor had been ripped open by massive radiation doses.

Ribenok, Pravik and Telyatnikov were honored in a story in Izvestia with the headline: "Thank You, Heroes of Chernobyl."

Your basic problem:

- Physics
- Genetics
- Statistics
- Calculus
- Complex Numbers
- Analytical Geometry
- Stress Analysis
- Organic Chemistry
- Probability
- Gaussian Transformations
- Differential Equations
- Titrations
- Electromagnetics
- Thermodynamics
- Fluid Mechanics
- Etc., etc., etc.

Introducing BASICALC: The new Texas Instruments programmable calculator.

Now there's a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the most complex math, engineering and science problems in a BASIC way. The TI-74 BASICALC.

Unlike most other programmable calculators that require you to learn a new, complicated system of keystroke commands—effectively a new programming language—the TI-74 BASICALC allows you to use the BASIC language programming you already know.

But don't let the BASICALC's ease of operation fool you. It also has more calculating power than comparably-priced programmables. And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that make it even more powerful and convenient.

Buy it and see the TI-74 BASICALC for yourself. In basic terms, what it really offers you is a bargain.

Your basic campus demonstration:

Texas Instruments will be conducting a free hands-on demonstration of the new TI-74 BASICALC. Check with The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore for dates and times.

Media given mixed review by Americans

Associated Press

WASHINGTON Many Americans have serious reservations about how the news media report terrorist incidents, but people also think news organizations do a good job of covering major events like airline hijackings, said a survey released yesterday.

These mixed feelings toward the news media were brought out in a Gallup Organization poll commissioned by the Times Mirror, a Los Angeles-based media organization.

"Americans are of two minds about press-related issues," Gallup President Andrew Kohut said.

"They give the news media high marks on overall performance, but sharply lower grades on specific press practices."

On specific stories, 84 percent of the respondents who followed the news said the media did a good or excellent job covering the January explosion of the space shuttle Challenger; 80 percent said the media did a good job covering the first week of the TWA Flight 847 hostage crisis in Beirut; 80 percent approved of coverage of the Achille Lauro hijacking.

But, a Gallup poll last month found 79 percent thought the news media covered the Chernobyl nuclear disaster was handled well, and 71 percent approved the reporting of the Pan American World Airways hijacking in Pakistan earlier this month.

Still, many Americans seem disturbed by the role the media plays in terrorist incidents, the poll said.

For instance, 51 percent of Americans said the news media give terrorist incidents too much attention, while 40 percent said the coverage is about right. But 56 percent said the news media give terrorists too much opportunity to promote their cause.

The findings were based on telephone interviews with 1,504 people in July. Gallup said there is an error rate of 3 percent.

In a separate poll, 776 people were interviewed in September about the case of Nicholas Daniloff, the U.S. News & World Report Moscow correspondent who has been arrested and charged with spying in the Soviet Union. That survey had an error rate of 4 percent.

The poll showed 75 percent of Americans have followed the Daniloff case closely. Twenty-four percent said they had not given the Daniloff case much attention, while 28 percent said "only a very small chance," 22 percent, "somewhat of a chance," and 10 percent, "a good chance." The remainder did not answer the question.
Catholics should show a preferential option for the poor, the weak, the downtrodden, the oppressed, and the victims of injustice. A Catholic campus is a place where this message should be consistently proclaimed and lived by both students and faculty. The Notre Dame campus has distinguished itself by its commitment to many causes. In keeping with the teachings of Christ, it has been challenged to keep the light through gentle nudging. Why has Ronald Reagan been so popular? His character, his compassion, his commitment to many causes have at times far exceeded the standards of many of his contemporaries. The fourth estate has not been kind to his efforts to establish a Catholic Worker’s House. I suspect it would take several pages even to approach a comprehensive list of the range of volunteer efforts pursued by individuals on this campus. There are so few anywhere these campuses where so much is done.

Those who undertake to live out their witness to Christ love in attending to the needs of others soon find they are tested in their willingness to make the generous sacrifices of time and money required: they are challenged to persevere in the face of discouraging setbacks; often they have to endure the scorn of others who do not share their commitment.

The plight of the American farmer has been a popular subject of concern in recent years. Several recent projects emanating from the Notre Dame House reflect the teaching of Christ to follow the example of St. Francis and Brother Leo. Tom Varnum has written of the critical importance of maintaining the farm family as a unit. The single worst step toward repeating the greatest mistake in our country’s history, Vietnam, was taken in the protection of the right to the innocent. So, too, fought Christians - and others - give generous support to women needing their assistance to carry their babies to term. Many in this community have done so. One will not go into the treatment which pro-life followers receive from the media, but suffice it to note that they have been so successful as to cause a certain amount of panic among the anti-abortion group, has been growing steadily in recent years; more and more individuals have taken to violence to call attention to their cause, too, and for many liberals to assert their right to which they have been forced by the realities of the weak and to the needs of women with problem pregnancies.

The plight of the American farmer has been a popular subject of concern in recent years. The fourth estate has not been kind to his efforts to establish a Catholic Worker’s House. I suspect it would take several pages even to approach a comprehensive list of the range of volunteer efforts pursued by individuals on this campus. There are so few anywhere these campuses where so much is done.

Those who undertake to live out their witness to Christ love in attending to the needs of others soon find they are tested in their willingness to make the generous sacrifices of time and money required: they are challenged to persevere in the face of discouraging setbacks; often they have to endure the scorn of others who do not share their commitment.

The plight of the American farmer has been a popular subject of concern in recent years. Several recent projects emanating from the Notre Dame House reflect the teaching of Christ to follow the example of St. Francis and Brother Leo. Tom Varnum has written of the critical importance of maintaining the farm family as a unit. The single worst step toward repeating the greatest mistake in our country’s history, Vietnam, was taken in the protection of the right to the innocent. So, too, fought Christians - and others - give generous support to women needing their assistance to carry their babies to term. Many in this community have done so. One will not go into the treatment which pro-life followers receive from the media, but suffice it to note that they have been so successful as to cause a certain amount of panic among the anti-abortion group, has been growing steadily in recent years; more and more individuals have taken to violence to call attention to their cause, too, and for many liberals to assert their right to which they have been forced by the realities of the weak and to the needs of women with problem pregnancies.
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**Bad SYR experience is not reason to cancel regulations**

**Dear Editor,**

Though I may disagree with many of the statements taken by students on articles they have written, none have yet annoyed me as much as Bill Storey. I would like to write back in response. Lou Sarabando’s article on Tuesday did just that.

I find it quite disturbing, first of all, that he based a major portion of his article on the way I handled a situation. I believe his name is Chris. Using Chris’s views on alcohol, Lou then proceeded to hold up his qualifications according to the same view. I’m sorry to intrude upon his opinions of the “Don’t even think about it” mentality but there are many of us who do go to SYR for reasons other than getting “drunk, sloshed, blitzed, whatever you call it.” - as Lou’s friend Chris so brilliantly put it.

I am not saying that Lou’s observations since his freshman year on SYR’s are completely unfounded. Yes, there will always be a certain number of students who will abuse their privileges at SYR’s, but I also know that there are a good many who will not.

I presume from the tone of the article that Lou has been only to one, or perhaps no SYR’s. And if he has been to spend one, this was probably in his own dorm as part of an extensive exercise with SYR’s then, does make Lou an authority on what occurs at “all” SYR’s on campus, doesn’t it?

We are going to have a good time at the SYR’s this week. And no, Lou, we won’t “vomit” on your bathroom floor. We are going, not all with the sole purpose of the chief attraction being just to look as a means to get drunk!

**Nella Meneses**

**Professor is not treated justly**

**Dear Editor,**

I have been literally sick at heart since reading of the treatment that Dr. Bill Storey has recently received from the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary’s University.

I know enough to judge that restricting Professor Dr. Bill Storey, especially with Notre Dame is Inexcusable - and Incredibly Unfair. People of the SYR’s, none have yet annoyed me to the point that I have felt I should not get money’s worth. If you have been to at least SYR’s, then, does make Lou an authority on what occurs at “all” SYR’s on campus, doesn’t it?

I am actually quite a few “boys and girls” who will attend SYR’s this semester. Drink responsibly, not get “whacked” or “plastered” (as your friend “Chris” believes you must have a good time). And if you ask me if you are missing something, I am telling you that you are, Lou. Don’t miss your SYR’s because you are too anything (shock absorbers. In ad

**Michael Mathiesen**

**North quad drivers do not get money’s worth**

**Dear Editor,**

My name is John Gardiner and I am a Student Senator representing District 2. The dorms I represent are Frances Baltz, Keenan, Zahm, Cavanaugh, Breen-Phillips, and Farley Halls. I would like to call to your attention a problem which affects all of you. There is that there are many pot-holes on the main drive of the lot as well as in its entrance. Some of these pot-holes are substantially wide and I find myself driving through most of the lot as though I were on an obstacle course. Now only can these holes cause flat tires (which the University is not responsible for), they are also not good for the car’s shock absorbers. In addition, with the advent of the pot-holes, there is an increased chance of an accident occurring.

I would appreciate it if maintenance would look into this matter soon. I realize the office must be swamped with work, but I think that this is a serious situation affecting all student drivers who park in D-Z. Students are paying $25.00 to park and deserve at least a decently paved lot.

**John D. Gardiner**

**SYR on birthday is not waste getting “wasted”**

**Dear Editor,**

In recent issues of The Observer, I have read articles written by Mark Pankowski in regards to police raids on parties to stop underage drinking. The articles are written in such a way that, by the time you finish reading, you get the feeling that you should feel sorry for the students who are arrested and totally deprive the law agencies involved for their duties to act.

Let’s face it I like to drink a few beers myself, and I tried to get drunk and feel it absolutely offensive to my sense of society and sexuality. Nevertheless, even though I hold Dr. Storey in the highest regard, this claim of his being gay does not reverse, but rather expands, my understanding of what it means to be gay. Through a furrowed brow, I smile a little at this. While I do not doubt the sincerity of his statement as he made it, Professor Storey would be the first to encourage a close look at Church teaching. And, in any case, there are no excuses for the lit treatment he has received. Now can the Church have a chance to correct the mistake?

**Michon Marie Matthiesen**

**Underage drinkers are blatantly breaking law**

**Dear Editor,**

In recent issues of The Observer, I have read articles written by Mark Pankowski. After reading these articles, I am sure that drinking at SYR’s is completely unfounded. Yes, there will always be a certain number of students who will abuse their privileges at SYR’s, but I also know that there are a good many who will not.

I am not saying that Lou’s observations since his freshman year on SYR’s are completely unfounded. Yes, there will always be a certain number of students who will abuse their privileges at SYR’s, but I also know that there are a good many who will not.

I presume from the tone of the article that Lou has been only to one, or perhaps no SYR’s. And if he has been to spend one, this was probably in his own dorm as part of an extensive exercise with SYR’s then, does make Lou an authority on what occurs at “all” SYR’s on campus, doesn’t it?

We are going to have a good time at the SYR’s this week. And no, Lou, we won’t “vomit” on your bathroom floor. We are going, not all with the sole purpose of the chief attraction being just to look as a means to get drunk!

**Nella Meneses**

**The Observer is independent newspaper published by students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies or opinions of the administration of the University. The Observer reserves the right to print or not to print any letter as it deems appropriate. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Editorial Board. Comments, letters and the inside Column pages are the viewpoint of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.**

---

**Keep it short**

The shorter your letter to the editor, the more likely it will be printed The Observer. So when you write a letter to the editor, please keep it under 250 words.
WVF-FM 64 will air live tomorrow's Notre Dame-Purdue football game. Coverage begins at 2 p.m. with "College Football Today" hosted by Steve Nummer and Brian Brodtick, followed by "The Lou Holtz Show" and "Irish Review." Announcers Frank Musto and Rudy Brandl will call all the action. The show will be rebroadcast tomorrow night at 9 p.m. - The Observer

The Rolls Aquatic Pool will re-open on Sunday, September 29, at 1 p.m. The pool will then be open the following hours: Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. There is also a family swim for family members accompanied by an adult for $2 per person on Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. - The Observer

A pop rally for the Notre Dame-Purdue game will be held tonight at 7 in Stepan Center. All pop rallies for the rest of the year will be held in Stepan Center. - The Observer

Stepan Center court time requests are now available in the Student Activities Office, third floor of Lafayette. Deadline for applying is today. - The Observer

Officials for interhall soccer, grad, and women's interhall flag jazz ball still are needed. If interested call the NVA office at 230-6690. - The Observer

Non-Varsity Athletics is offering two evening aerobics classes. "Late Night at the Rock" meets every Sunday, Monday, and Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at the Rockne Hulen. The other class meets Tuesday and Thursday nights at 8 p.m. In Gym 1 of the ACC. Registration may be done at the NVA office. A complete listing of aerobics classes will be available by calling the NVA office at 230-6100. - The Observer

The Notre Dame volleyball team posted the most lopsided victory in its history last night at Valparaiso. Art Lambert's squad cruised to three straight wins by the scores of 15-1, 15-3, and 15-2. They now are 1-0 in the Star Conference play. - The Observer

NOTICES

Wanted

YTSPEC-80t0 weekly at home. Write P.O. Box 4444.
BARSTOWN WANTED: 8-12 IBS. HAMBURGERS.
BIG ALL WINTER Stamp Mountain is now hiring children's instructors for the junior season. Applications can be turned in to Don Holzach at 915-MEAD. WANTED: TWO PEOPLE (MB-S.A.) CALL 277-9002.
HELPLINE: BREAKFAST LOVERS, LUNCH LOVERS, DINNER LOVERS, CALL 277-8877. FOR SALE

JAMISON Inn Part time positions available in housekeeping and dining areas. Please call 277-6282.

LOST/FOUND

LOST: FRESH WATER PEARL NECKLACE NEAR PENDER. PLEASE CALL JENNIFER AT 283-0080.

REWARD

LOST WATCH, VERY SENTIMENTAL, GOLDFILLED CAMELHAIR WITH BUCKLE, ENGRAVED ON BACK: To Scarlette, love, from John, 139th birthday. Please call Steve at 283-6670 with information. Reward offered. - The Observer


Lost: A light brown dog weighing 20-22 pounds between the South dining hall and the Engineering Center. It turned up near the Engineering Center. Call 277-8877 if you have seen it. - The Observer

STAPLER/LOST: Blue stapler between the Engineering Center and the English Building. It's gray, red, beige, and has small holes, all over the front. If you see it please call Sarah at 842-2967. Face the game without it, please. - The Observer

SIMPSON: Lost 'Perkins X1000 camera in Honors, Sept. 29. Reprints $50.00 for two. Please call Martin at 283-0811.

Return: Backsplat from South Dining hall Wed. Lunch. You can keep it. I simply forgot it. I'm sorry. I can try to get it for you. Please call South Dining hall 277-8877. Thank you. - The Observer

Save my butt! Lost to my O's persons favorite and registration it belongs to. Please return to the office. - The Observer

LOST: Letter with a good DVF dream watch in ACC gym 1. Tel. 145-1000. Reward: $5.00. Please call within 2 days. - The Observer

FIND: Force blue charm bracelet between Alumni and Dillon. Call Mary at 717-1365 for pick-up.

FOR SALE

Minnovian Creek Farm, Red and White. 2 acres. Lots of old memories. Rockville, Indiana. 72 acres 2 miles south of South Bend. $1000. Houses available football weekends. Call 213-4904 after 6 p.m.


For Tickets

Stepan Center court time requests are now available in the Student Activities Office, third floor of Lafayette. Deadline for applying is today. - The Observer

Officials for interhall soccer, grad, and women's interhall flag jazz ball still are needed. If interested call the NVA office at 230-6690. - The Observer

Non-Varsity Athletics is offering two evening aerobics classes. "Late Night at the Rock" meets every Sunday, Monday, and Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at the Rockne Hulen. The other class meets Tuesday and Thursday nights at 8 p.m. In Gym 1 of the ACC. Registration may be done at the NVA office. A complete listing of aerobics classes will be available by calling the NVA office at 230-6100. - The Observer

The Notre Dame volleyball team posted the most lopsided victory in its history last night at Valparaiso. Art Lambert's squad cruised to three straight wins by the scores of 15-1, 15-3, and 15-2. They now are 1-0 in the Star Conference play. - The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

WANTED

THE FUTURE: "The Future," a movie about the struggle of three Daiquiri's waitresses (Dina Rose, Kay Lenz, Karen Grassle), to achieve their dreams of stardom, won a New York Film Critics Circle award. - The Observer

It was Bamberger's third retire- as manager after a long career managing the Miami Heat. - Associated Press

MILWAUKEE - George Bamberger, a two-time winner of the NL Manager of the Year Award, announced his retirement Thursday, saying he was "just being realistic" after 41 years in baseball.

"I said, 'What am I doing here?' I should be back in Florida," Bamberger, 61, said. The Brewers are in last place in the American League East.

"It's a nerve-wracking job," Bamberger said. "Don't get me wrong. It has its good points, but I weighed it and I came up with more bad than good points."- The Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel

It was Bamberger's third retire- ment as a major league manager.

Bamberger retires, again

Associated Press

"The Bambino" will continue to pay me the best in the business. - The Observer

Thank you, nottcco, for making me feel better. - The Observer

Happy birthday to Mr. Bambino. - The Observer

Purdue ticket sales open Wednesday. - The Observer
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Hurricanes rely on Irvin and Testaverde against Sooners

Associated Press

MIAMI (AP) - The No. 2 Miami Hurricanes' most potent weapon against Oklahoma's No. 1 Sooners is receiver Eddie Brown. Irvin and Testaverde are hoping that Oklahoma, the Sooners' only defeat in a season in which they wound up ranked No. 1, will not be able to cover Brown's school touchdown-reception record.

One of those TD catches came in last year's 27-14 victory over Oklahoma. Oklahoma, the Sooners' only win last year, is trying hard to defeat the Hurricanes, especially in their bye week, the team, which is coming into the contest with a 1-1 record when it defends Carrier Field against the visiting Boilermakers of Purdue Friday afternoon.

Irvin and quarterback Vinny Testaverde, are hoping that Oklahoma, the Sooners' only defeat in a season in which they wound up ranked No. 1, will not be able to cover Brown's school touchdown-reception record.

The Hurricanes, especially Irvin and quarterback Vinny Testaverde, are hoping that Oklahoma's defense continues to orient itself to the run it sees so often in Big Eight Conference games. Oklahoma is a team that throws too much. They're better on pass defense this year than last," Testaverde said. "They seem to be disguising their coverages better. But being a team that throws a lot, we have to feel good about going against a defense that's hardly been tested against the pass."

Irvin agreed, but said that the Sooners defense will be only half the battle.

"It's not so much what they can't do as what we can do," Irvin said. "They haven't seen a quarterback like Vinny or receivers like ours. We believe we have the hottest receivers in the world. Nobody in the world can cover us one on one."

Irish field hockey team plays host to Purdue

By MOLLY MAHONEY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame Field Hockey team will try to add to its 1-0 record when it defends Carrier Field against the visiting Boilermakers of Purdue Friday afternoon.

The Irish are likely to have a battle on their hands as Purdue comes into the contest with a 3-3 record and armed with 13 returning lettermen. Stopping Boilermakers' senior captain Karen Mooshatto and its experienced senior teammates will be the key to a strong showing.

To accomplish this task, Irish head coach Jill DeBerry has stressed aggressive defense and plain hard work.

"We've been working all week on defense in the corners so that we don't give up so many (penalty) corners," said Lindenfeld. "We also must work on marking closer, denying the other team the ball, hitting harder drives, and having the forwards cut back for the ball without obstructing."

Irish field hockey team plays host to Purdue

To defeat Purdue, Notre Dame also must mount an aggressive offensive attack that will improve as the Irish take more shots on goal and draw more penalty corners to increase the chances of scoring.

The success of the team will depend a great deal upon the play of junior right link Benet DeBerry, who already has contributed three assists and one goal thus far in the season. DeBerry has an offensive as well as defensive assignment.

"She attacks very well," said Lindenfeld. "When she's dribbling the ball she's probably the fastest player on the team. She is a deceptive ball handler, with good stick work and body fakes. She is extremely aggressive and has one of the hardest drives on the team, which is why she's my corner shooter."

The Irish will need DeBerry's passing and feeding to her forward line but it will take a total team effort, nevertheless. If Notre Dame is to be successful against the Boilermakers, she's probably the fastest player on the team. She is a deceptive ball handler, with good stick work and body fakes. She is extremely aggressive and has one of the hardest drives on the team, which is why she's my corner shooter."

Celebrate Francis

Weekend of Reflection

RETREAT REGISTRATION

Saturday, October 4

Retreat: No Frames, No Boundaries - The Call to Global Mindedness
9:00am-2:00pm
Led by: Tom Gedeon, SJ
Marlons Surra, CSJ

Fee: $3.50 (includes lunch)

(Deadline for Registration: October 1)
Center for Social Concerns
239-5093

Name
Address
Phone

Student [ ] Staff [ ]
Faculty [ ] Other [ ]
Notre Dame golf team tees it up against Western Michigan in dual match

By ORLANDO RUBIANO

Sports writer

The 1986-87 Notre Dame golf team will tee it up for real Friday afternoon when it takes on Western Michigan in a dual match on the greens of the Monroe Country Club in Kalama zoo, Mich.

On Sunday, the team then will travel to Zionsville, Ind., where the Indiana State Golf Championship will be held. The Golf Club of Indiana will be the host for the 36-hole event, which will field participants from all the colleges in Indiana. The Irish last won this tournament, which is being held on Indiana's best-rated golf course, in 1978.

Leading up to the start of the meet, the season's denouement was the 36th annual Notre Dame Open which concluded two weeks ago. The 72-hole match drew 65 hopefuls, with only 10 spots open on head coach Noel O'Sullivan's roster.

"The Open is not intended to be a total tryout, but as a gauge to spot new prospects," said O'Sullivan. "Golf is not just one four-round tournament. Indeed it is not, but whoever does finish first in the tournament would be very difficult to overlook. And this was certainly the case for Pat Mohan, who secured a spot on the roster with a four-day total score of 280."

"Pat Mohan won the Notre Dame Open," said O'Sullivan, "and I must play the Open winner."

Senior captain Chris bona, who did not have a particularly good Open in shooting a 302, will be the number-one guy, nevertheless on O'Sullivan's squad. The reason for bosa's position, according to O'Sullivan, is simple.

"Bona has lettered for three years," he said, "and most importantly he has experience." Also returning this year is Junior Rich Connelly, who finished a strong fourth in the Open with a total of 293. Rich has lettered for two years, and was O'Sullivan's top prospect in 1984. Sophomore Doug Gorgo, who did not play last year except in the last tournament of the season, has also made the top squad for this season after shooting a total of 295 in the Open.

In the collegiate sports world, freshmen usually view the action much like spectators, from the sidelines. That rule, however, does not apply for freshman John Connelly. Aside from finishing second in the Open with a nice four-day sum of 292, his golf talent has his coach singing his praise.

"John was my top recruit this year, but he was probably a lot of people's number-one recruit on their list," said O'Sullivan. "Here is a guy who was one of the best golfers in Ohio, and if that wasn't cause enough to recruit him, the fact that he qualified as an amateur in last year's Western Open made the point moot... John is, without a doubt, a true blue-chipper in every sense of the word."

The big surprise of the Open was freshman Bobby Rioska, who finished third with a 292, but was edged out by John Connelly for second after losing the first hole of a sudden death playoff. For O'Sullivan, who did not recruit Rioska, the freshman's play came as a pleasant surprise.

O'Sullivan also said that he felt good about the outcome of the Open. Other players that made an impression included seniors Mike Culver and Tom Ryan, and junior 'Stormin' Norm Campbell. Those three will head O'Sullivan's blue-team (which plays a schedule mainly composed of junior college teams). The coach concedes that his squad is an inexperienced one for the most part, but he believes they have the skill to shoot low numbers.

This weekend, of course, will give the coach a chance to find out for certain.
Try your luck in Notre Dame-Purdue series trivia contest

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame and Purdue have met 57 times in one of the oldest intra-state rivalries in college football. To recognize this long and prestigious series, University Food Services is sponsoring a Notre Dame-Purdue trivia quiz as part of its Monday Morning Breakfast to be held Sept. 29.

To enter, simply answer the questions below and turn them in no later that lunchtime in the Observer at the breakfast.

Post cards to: Entry No. 17, Notre Dame-Purdue Trivia Contest, 881 South Michigan, South Bend, Ind. 46614.

1. What trophy is presented to the winner of the Notre Dame-Purdue series?
2. Who was the first quarterback for Notre Dame when the rivalry began?
3. When was the last time Notre Dame went into the Purdue contest ranked No. 1?
4. When was the last time both Purdue and Notre Dame ended the season in the Top 20?
5. What was Ara Parseghian's record against Purdue? Dan Devine's? Gerry Faust's?
6. In a losing effort against Purdue in 1967, Terry Hanratty attempted a single-game record 63 passes. How many did he complete?
7. The longest fumble return against Notre Dame was by a Purdue player in 1966. Who was he and how long was the return?
8. Who holds the best individual game passing completion record against Notre Dame?
9. Which quarterback receiver combination had the longest scoring pass in the series' history?
10. When was the first game between Notre Dame and Purdue played?
11. Which Purdue coach had the most victories over Notre Dame?
12. Name the player, the year and the yardage of the longest kickoff return for a touchdown in the series.
13. How many games have ended in a tie?
14. Who was the first quarterback to be held below 100 yards of total offense by Purdue to defeat the Irish three times in his career?
15. On September 25, 1971, at Ross-Ade Stadium, Purdue scored a blocked punt with less than one minute left. How many minutes were won, 8-7, on a two-point conversion. Describe the extra-point play.

EGG ROLLS
Football Saturdays 9-3
Between Memorial Library and Peace Memorial
sponsored by-- Friends Of Refugees

TOYOTA LEADERSHIP AWARD

Notre Dame University received a Toyota Leadership Award from Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc.

John NICKOdemus might have still looked this good had it not been for those hockey fights
Wish him a Happy 21st birthday this SUNDAY

---

Irish

continued from page 16

One of the big changes Fallon has seen in tennis over the course of his career is the increasing competitive nature of the game. "In the old days, you played a match with the team and then socialized," recalled Fallon. "You'd go out with the coach and the kids would have dinner together. You'd spend a day touring the other campus.

Today coaches don't want to socialize or have the kids socialize. I think a lot of coaches have gone overboard on that. Sure there's a mental aspect of the game, an emotional aspect to get the kids psyched out. That part has changed. It was a lot more leisurely 30 years ago."

Even though he deprecates his own ability, what Fallon has done is part of the Notre Dame legend. While Fallon's career victory total may some day be eclipsed (Fencing coach Mike DeCicco is closing in fast), the way he went about it is perhaps more important.

"He's made tennis at Notre Dame," said Ralph. "He's done a fantastic job. I'm amazed at the number of people that keep coming back. It's kind of a tradition." Congratulations on all of your achievements, Coach. You've earned them.

Fallon
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Scott tosses no-hitter as Astros wrap up division title

Associated Press

HOUSTON - Mike Scott pitched the first National League nine-inning no-hitter in three years as the Houston Astros clinched their first West Division title since 1980 with a 2-0 victory over the San Francisco Giants.

It was the third straight shutout victory for the Astros, who will meet the New York Mets in the best-of-seven NL championship Series beginning Oct. 8 in the Astrodome.

Scott, whose career was in jeopardy until he developed a split-fingered fastball last year, pitched the first no-hitter since St. Louis' Bob Forsch shut out Montreal 5-0 on Sept. 26, 1983. On April 21, 1984, the Expos' Dave Palmer had a five-inning perfect game against the Cardinals.

Scott's 13 strikeouts gave him the second NL right-hander in one year. Scott's previous total was 293.

Scott, the major-league strikeout and earned run average leader, allowed only three base runners.

The Astros left seven runners on base in the first four innings but he got out of the inning by getting Jose Uribe on a fielder's choice grounder and pinch-hitter Mike Aldrete on a long fly ball to center field.

Aldrete's fly ball was only the third hit out of the infield in the game and was the closest the Giants got to a hit.

In the ninth, Scott closed out in spectacular fashion with strikeouts of Dan Gladden and Bob Thompson. Will Clark made the final out, grounding out to first baseman Glenn Davis, starting a team celebration on the first baseline adjacent to the Astros' dugout.

As the final out was recorded, mounted policemen came onto the field as the Astros' crowd cheered their division champions from the stands.

The Astros left seven runners on base in the first four innings until Walling broke the scoreless tie with his 13th home run of the season in the fifth, giving the Astros a 1-0 lead.

Houston clinched a title Wednesday night when Nolan Ryan pitched a one-hitter and struck out 12 batters in a 6-0 shutout of the Giants. On Tuesday night, left-hander Jim Deshaies shut out Los Angeles.

The Astros moved into first place to stay this season on July 21 with an 8-7 victory over Montreal.

Houston lost to the New York Mets 13-2 in their first game after the All-Star break but then won three in a row from the Mets to start their surge to first place.

The Astros will face the Mets in the Astrodome in the first two games of the best of seven NL playoff Oct. 8 and 9.

The next three games will be played in New York on Oct. 11, 12 and 13 and the final two games, if necessary, would return to Houston Oct. 15 and 16.

The World Series begins Oct. 18 in the NL city.

---

**FIGHTING IRISH...**
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.: Law School Admission Test. Engineering Auditorium.
10:00 a.m.: SMC Alumni Tailgating, Madeleva Soccer Field. If rain, Illig Center. College Center. 12:30 - 1:35 p.m.: Lecture. Kellogg Institute. Dept. of Government. Speaker: Jean Ensminger, Topic: "Impressions of Argentina: Visits with De Mayo, 1.31 Decio Institute, University of Argentina: Visits with Concerns Institute, SMC Alumnae Tailgator, Madeleva Soccer Field.

SUNDAY
1:00 p.m.: Baseball. ND vs. Valparaiso (27 Inn.). Lake Kline Field.
1:30 p.m.: Meeting. Black Cultural Arts Festical. open to everyone, Pasquerilla West Chapel.
4:00 p.m.: Arm Perillo. Guest Voice Recital. for more information contact Erik Ruchter 259-6201, Annenberg Auditorium.
7:00 p.m.: Information Session for R.C.I.A. SPONSORS, Library Lounge.
8:00 p.m.: Information Session for R.C.I.A. Inquirers, Library Lounge.
9:00 p.m.: Information Session for Celebration of Sacrament of Confirmation, Library Lounge.

Proteins
REGGIE, how you gonna back a bagin?!
JUST LIKE A VORE, REGGIE, LOOK, THIS ONCE A CUMBERLIND!
Amin O. Assydz

Hey! Look! Why play back!
But we were just in back there!
I know, but we'd probably break our backs!

REGGIE, how you gonna back a bagin?!
JUST LIKE A VORE, REGGIE, LOOK, THIS ONCE A CUMBERLIND!
Amin O. Assydz

Hey! Look! Why play back!
But we were just in back there!
I know, but we'd probably break our backs!

The Daily Crossword

FRIDAY
1 Shell 5 City on the Brazos 9 Off-shore 13 Winlge 14 Brewery 15 Itemized account 16 In great demand 18 Thought prov. 19 Laufires 20 In the arms of Morpheus 22 Fete 23 Drive down 25 Mignolettes 29 Constitution 30 Veal 31 Yemen port 35 Biblical twin 36 Holographic 37 Medieval hieroglyphics 40 Stashed away 41 Raised 43 Move 44 April 46 Author Bierce 48 Former presidential candidate 50 Houston pros 52 Bow 53 Dealer in drygoods 55 Very silly 60 Wyatt of the West 61 Joints in with 63 Actor Ray 64 Make jubilant 65 "The -- in yet to be" 66 Relax 67 Platform 68 Facility 69 DOWN 1 Poem by Tennyson 2 Leather flask 3 Maiden 4 One of three 5 -- in attack (vigorously) 42 Coffee maker 43 Draw a certain circle 45 Draw a certain circle 47 Bulling cheer 49 Dem -- 51 Honshu port 52 Costly 54 Breathing sound 55 Senses 56 Bananas 57 Brainstorm 58 Looch -- 59 Noble life family

Today
Bloom County
IT'S HAPPENED! OLIVER HAS COMPLETED TURNING INTO A CAT. AAIH!

Burke Breathed
WAN I'M NOT A CAT AFTER ALL. IT WAS ALL JUST A HORRIBLE DREAM.

Far Side
Gary Larson
"Go back to sleep, Chuck. You're just havin' a nightmare -- of course, we are still in hell."
Young men's cross-country team has home-field advantage in meet

By KELLY TOWNSEND
Sports Writer

As the rest of the campus gets ready for tailgaters this weekend, seven men will be out on the golf course. No, they aren't going to play golf. They'll be competing in the 7th annual National Catholic Invitational. Once again the Invitational will be held at Notre Dame this Friday with colleges such as Villanova, Boston, Marquette, St. Thomas, and the College of Notre Dame from California. The teams feature some very good runners, but Notre Dame plans to stop that with a consolidated, team-oriented squad.

"We've had good practices over the past two weeks," says junior co-captain Rick Mulvey. "We've got a young, healthy team and we're highly motivated." The team is a very young with three freshmen and two sophomore. The freshmen, Mike O'Conner, Mike Hogan, and Tom O'Rourke, really add strength to the squad. With co-captain Jeff DePatie, the team's head, the returning Ac-"We'll have a young team and excellent potential," says Coach Hrane. "If we can get two men in the top ten it will be a good performance. To win it, we'll need five men in the top twenty-five." With 100 runners competing in the race, placing five runners that high could prove a little difficult. However, one must remember that this is the Irish Cross Country team. Pride runs high and determination is strong on all these teams and gusts are no exception. "We run as a team and every-"We run as a team and everyone runs his hardest," says Mul-"As long as we get people in the top ten with an RD on their chest, it doesn't matter who it is. I'd like to be in the top five, but as long as one of us is there I'll be happy.

The heat and humidity will be a definite factor and the Irish hope to use it to their advantage. They also have the home field advantage, knowledge of the course and crowd support, which is a definite factor in this demanding sport. The Invitational will start at 3:00 for the women and 4:00 for the men at the 10th fairway. The five-mile race will wind its way through the golf course and finish on the 10th fairway.

After one more home meet, the Irish are hoping to make the road to Terre Haute for the Indiana State Meet.

Irish women looking to improve

By THERESA KELLY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's cross country team will compete at the National Catholic Cross Country Championship Friday af-"The Notre Dame men's and women's cross-country teams take part in the National Catholic Meets today at the Burke Memorial Golf Course. Kelly Townsend previews the men above; while Theresa Kelly has the story on the women below.

Fallon's honors are well-deserved

When I began writing for this paper, one of the first stories I did was on the men's tennis team. The Irish had started off their fall season with a berth in in a tournament at Illinois St. on the last weekend in September. Dutifully, I called the team's head coach, Tom Fallon, to find out how the weekend fa-"Fallon's honors are well-deserved. "When I began writing for this paper, one of the first stories I did was on the men's tennis team. The Irish had started off their fall season with a berth in in a tournament at Illinois St. on the last weekend in September. Dutifully, I called the team's head coach, Tom Fallon, to find out how the weekend fa-"Fallon's honors are well-deserved."

Dennis Corrigan
Sports Editor

Last season, Fallon was named the Midwest Collegiate Con-"Fallon's honors are well-deserved. "When I began writing for this paper, one of the first stories I did was on the men's tennis team. The Irish had started off their fall season with a berth in in a tournament at Illinois St. on the last weekend in September. Dutifully, I called the team's head coach, Tom Fallon, to find out how the weekend fa-"Fallon's honors are well-deserved."

See FALLON, page 13
Fazio and the art of defense

Coach stresses fundamentals

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

When Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz announced the members of his coaching staff, the name that drew the most immediate attention was that of Serafino Dante Fazio, better known as "Foge".

Fazio had been relieved of his duties as head coach at Pittsburgh at almost the same time Holtz was hired at Notre Dame. It wasn't long before Holtz tabbed Fazio for the defensive coordinator's job.

"I think I got here on December 9," recounts Fazio. "I had some personal obligations I had to take care of first, but Coach Holtz was very kind and told me to take my time and spend some time with my family."

"My initial reaction was that I was number-one. Not only because the offer was Notre Dame - it's a thrill and honor to coach and be considered to coach at a place like here - but I had heard so much about Coach Holtz. I just thought it was a great opportunity for me to coach with him here."

Fazio compiled a 25-18-3 record in his four years at the Panthers' helm, including records of 9-3 and 8-3-1 in his first two years after succeeding Jackie Sherrill. More impressive than his won-loss record was Fazio's defensive record.

Under Fazio's guidance, the Panthers led the nation in rushing and total defense in 1980 and 1981 while the team ranked up its second and third consecutive 11-1 seasons and top-10 rankings. Even when the team wasn't faring as well in his last two years as head coach, Fazio's defenses were some of the toughest in the nation.

But for one brief instant, Fazio almost didn't get a chance to stand on the sidelines for Notre Dame. When spring drills began, Kent State, Holtz' alma mater, contacted Fazio about occupying the vacancy in its top slot.

"Kent State contacted me in March after we had already been through a week of spring practice," Fazio recalled. "They went through Coach Holtz, and I told them I wasn't interested. But I guess they kept bugging him. (Holtz) said that after watching us practice for six days, to go ahead and take a look at it."

Holtz, of course, was joking, leaving the defensive coordinator's duties to what some consider the best defensive mind in football.

see FOGE, pages 2-3

Notre Dame vs. Purdue

Time  Saturday, September 27, 1986
2:30 p.m. EST

Series Notre Dame 34, Purdue 21, two ties

Last September 28, 1985 Purdue 35, Notre Dame 17

Meeting

Rankings Both teams unranked

Tickets Game is sold out

Notre Dame
L · MICHIGAN 24-23
L · Michigan St. 20-15
Sept. 27 · PURDUE
L · Michigan St. 34-26
Oct. 4 · at Michigan St.
Oct. 11 · PITTSBURGH
Oct. 18 · AIR FORCE
Nov. 1 · at Navy
Nov. 8 · SMU
Nov. 15 · PENN ST.
Nov. 22 · at LSU
NOV. 29 · at USC

Purdue
W · BALL STATE 20-3
L · PITTSBURGH 41-26
Sept. 27 · at Notre Dame
Oct. 4 · MINNESOTA
Oct. 11 · at Illinois
Oct. 18 · OHIO STATE
Oct. 25 · at Michigan St.
Nov. 1 · at Northwestern
Nov. 8 · MICHIGAN
Nov. 15 · at Iowa
Nov. 22 · INDIANA

Notre Dame Stadium (59,075)

ABC Sports national telecast
Keith Jackson, Tim Brant and Al Traurig
WSJV-TV (Ch. 28)
Notre Dame Mutual Radio Network
Tony Roberts and Tom Pagna
WNDU-AM 1500

The Boo's Brothers

In search of:
The No. 1 fans

By MIKE SZYMANSKI
Sports Writer

Just exactly who were those guys dressed in referee uniforms and sunglasses, one carrying a jam box on his shoulder, at the pep rally and at the Michigan game in the student section two weeks ago?

They, of course, were the Boo's Bros., celebrating the "Year of The Fan."

The Boo's Bros. - Louie, Duke, and Malibbhead - are a three-man team touring the world during the 1986 football season, searching for the best college and professional football fans on earth.

And right now, the Notre Dame student body and supporters are No. 1, even though the Irish football team is unranked.

"We feel that the fans get the short end of the stick," said Duke. "With all the high pro salaries and the USFL trouble, if anyone should get high salaries it is the fans. It is the 12th man that makes sports most exciting. Each fan is just as much a part of the game as the players."

During the Michigan game, the power of Notre Dame's traditional "12th man" was definitely felt in Notre Dame Stadium, and the Boo's Bros., who remain anonymous to "preserve the aura," were impressed.

"Notre Dame is No. 1 because the crowd stood and cheered for the entire game," said Duke, "and not one fan left after the final field goal was missed. No one budgeted in the face of defeat."

see BROS., pages 2-3
Boilers’ Woodson talks on field

By SCOTT STARR
Purdue Exponent

In the often vicious game of football, defensive backs are often soft-spoken. But when he’s on the field, Purdue corner- back Rod Woodson’s actions are anything but quiet.

Although he has been in the spotlight ever since he was named all-state at Broad R.S., Ind., Woodson is really under the gun in this his senior season.

“We’re expecting big things from Rod this year,” says Purdue head coach Leon Burtnett. “There’s no doubt he’s a leader on this team.”

Woodson says he does not feel any pressure as one of the designated leaders on and off the football field. As one of seven seniors on the ’86 squad, he says the team needs leadership not only from him, but from the other six as well.

What has attracted more attention to Woodson this season is his movement from free safety to cornerback. Even though he is changing positions, Woodson still has been named to numerous preseason all-America polls.

According to Woodson, the move was a good one for the team. “The coaches think so, and I respect the coaches’ judgment.”

Burtnett says Woodson is Improving every day at his new position.

“I don’t think there is any doubt he has strengthened the secondary,” the coach says. “It’s put Rod in a better position to play on each play.”

“I’m sure (the move) has taken something away from us run-support wise, but it’s added a lot pass-support wise.”

Mike Weaver, Woodson’s partner at the corner and a close friend, says he has no problem playing next to a potential superstar.

“You can’t look at him like a god,” Weaver says. “He puts his pants on one leg at a time like everybody else.

“I don’t want to take anything away from him, though. He is a great athlete.”

Woodson’s career statistics support Weaver’s claim. Not only has he been second on the team in tackles for the past two seasons, but he needs only 23 solo tackles to become Purdue’s career leader in that category.

Woodson does not limit his athletic career to football alone. He is also a three-time Big 10 55-meter hurdles champion. He even was named all-conference in basketball while in high school.

When placed against each other, however, Woodson chooses football as his favorite sport by far.

“I’ve grown up playing football, the other sports are just secondary,” said Woodson. “I like the challenge of having to react to the receiver.”

React he does, according to Burtnett.

“You don’t see a defensive back that hits with the intensity of a Rod Woodson,” Burtnett said. “He just plays hard.

“If everyone would give you the effort of a Rod Woodson, you would have a great football team.”

Praised as he is, Woodson admits he sometimes finds it difficult to maintain a 100-percent concentration level during practice.

“IT think it’s a little laziness on my part,” he said. “But when it’s time for the game, I know I need to tune it up.”

Weaver realizes he will have to turn up his intensity level as well. It will not take a brilliant quarterback to realize he should throw away from one of the top-rated cornerbacks in the nation, and as a result Weaver will see plenty of balls coming his way.

“The ball will probably come to me a little bit more at least for a little while,” Weaver says.

Although his senior season has barely begun, Woodson has high hopes for his future after Purdue. The NFL would be a nice place to start.

“I think that’s every player’s dream,” Woodson says. “I’d like to play there for a couple of years. That would be my dream.”

continued from page 1

It was unbelievable. Girls were crying. We have partied with some real nuts, but the Irish student body is as tough and wants to win just as much as the team. We challenged them and they came through.”

The Boos’ Bros. lived the complete football weekend. Making an announcement at the pep rally before the game, camping out at the Stadium after visiting Senior Bar and hitting all the tailgaters for a full four hours before the game. They even made an appearance at Bridget McGuire’s, dedicating their new hit song to the fans, which is sure to rise to the charts.

The Boos’ Bros. have a rigorous schedule, attending a major college game and a professional game every weekend, including Monday Night Football. They were in London for the Bears-Cowboys game and the Kickoff Classic with Alabama and Ohio State. They were in Columbus, Ohio, last weekend for the Ohio St.-Colorado game.

“We’re travelling is tough,” said Louie, “but we love it and it keeps us in shape.” No doubt that some of those roadtrip blues are comforted by their officially endorsed beer - Stroh’s.

Along their trek across the country, the Boos’ Bros. have attracted media attention, including newspaper reporters, local television shows, and the CBS News with Dan Rather. WHBS’s own Mike Collins did a spot on them last week.

The Boos’ Bros. have introduced the “Penalty Pal,” a yellow penalty flag bearing the five-finger gesture. Fans can wave the flag for penalties or for any display of poor etiquette.

“At Wisconsin the game was a few years ago, Al Toon was interfered with in the end zone,” said Duke, “and the call was not made. It cost Wisconsin the game and a bowl bid. I wish I would have had a Penalty Pal to throw at that game.

“We were watching public television, being the knowledge-loving people that we are, and the idea came to us (after recalling the Wisconsin game.)

“The Penalty Pal causes concern,” continued Duke, “since colleges do not have the instant replay option. It says I am watching the game, and leave my team alone.”

“The five-finger gesture represents thumping your nose at anything against your team,” said Louie. “It is also a good sign to give to the team you beat, the losers, which is radical, but so are we. All in all, it says boo.”

“We wear referee uniforms because they make all the decisions. Boos’ Bros. uniforms are symbolic of the fans’ power.”

A Boos’ Brother is not immune to danger on a World Tour. “In fact,” Mailboxhead received his name because he is the only human ever Federal Express Overnight, said Louie. “We were mailing out Year-of-the-Fan in
This is rough business indeed. He fervently stresses fundamentals and intelligence. "Humber one, we're trying to use as many different fronts and coverages as we possibly can," says Fazio. "However, we want to be a good team technically. We want to be really, really aggressive. We want to be sound. We'll eliminate things if our players can't adjust to them."

"We want to try and give them as many different looks as we can up front and also disguise the coverage. I believe you have to do that nowadays."

"Everything being equal," continued Fazio, "I believe that the teams that are sound fundamentally and pursue the football in correct spots are going to be successful." Fazio continued, "The most important thing is that we want to play with a lot of intelligence. We want to play with a reckless abandon, but we have to be intelligent." As a former head coach at a major program, many questioned if he would bring his own defensive ideas to Notre Dame, or whether he would work within the scheme of Holtz.

"It's a combination," answers Fazio. "I talked to Holtz at length about his philosophy before I took the job, and I knew what type of defense he had at Arkansas. A lot of things he did with our basic fronts and our basic stuff were the same things that he has been involved in before. He was an outstanding secondary coach at Ohio St., so I knew about his defensive philosophy - he was very aggressive, put it in the right spots, sound, try to contain those people that are most dangerous.

That's basically what we try to do. We haven't had a problem at all with it. There are a lot of suggestions, even specific suggestions, that he passes down, and we incorporate them because our philosophies are so much alike."

Another question concerning the defense was whether or not Holtz would totally turn over the defensive reins to Fazio so that Holtz could concern himself only with the offense.

"No, that's not true at all," Fazio says. "It's come into our meetings, and down to our end of the field. He's helped out in specific areas. I know he's helped coach the defensive backs, the linebackers, and made suggestions on pass rushing techniques.

"I'm not Coach Holtz's doubles, I'm not Coach Holtz's doubles. That's his position. Naturally he calls the offensive plays, and he's down to our end of the field. He's helped out in specific areas. I know, he's helped coach the defensive backs, the linebackers, and made suggestions on pass rushing techniques.

"Naturally it's great to have the offensive plays be there to stay down there a lot. He's been with us and I think our players realize that it's great to have the head coach down there too.

Although Fazio was his own boss at Pittsburgh, he says becoming an assistant coach hasn't been much of an adjustment.

"Naturally it's great to be a head coach, especially at your alma mater, Pittsburgh," says Fazio. "But I was an assistant coach for 15 years. I was a coordinator and an assistant head coach so I didn't see any major adjustments. Maybe because you're

Boilermakers pull off upset

Purdue halts win streak in '67

By MARTY STRASEN Assistant Sports Editor

Heading into Lafayette in late September of 1967, the top-ranked Irish were favored by 13 points over eighth-ranked Purdue in a much-anticipated football showdown. After a classic battle, however, the Boilers became better known as the 'Spoilers' around the Notre Dame campus, as they rallied late in the game to pull out a 28-21 surprise victory. The win marked the first time a team had beaten the Irish since Michigan State had done it two years earlier, in 1965.

The biggest crowd ever to see a game at Purdue's Ross-Ade Stadium (62,316) saw sophomore quarterback Mike Phipps connect for a 51-yard touchdown pass to Bob Baitzelt late in the fourth quarter to pull a 21-21 tie. He later kicked the winning field goal. The faithful then proceeded to practically tear up the stadium in a post-game victory bash.

The lead changed hands six times in the contest, first belonging to Purdue when fullback Perry Williams bullied his way into the endzone from 10 yards out. After the kick failed, Irish quarterback Terry Hanratty gave Notre Dame its first lead, 7-0, on a one-yard sneak.

Hanratty then scored again on a one-yard sneak to complete the scoring. Williams once again plunged over the line for a touchdown in the second quarter, giving Purdue a 14-7 lead with the help of a two-point conversion from Phillips to end Jim Bierres.

Bob Biler tied it up heading into the final frame, pushing his way up the middle from the one-yard line after an impressive Irish drive.

The quarterbacks then exchanged touchdown tosses to preserve the tie until the late-game Purdue firworks, as Phillips hit Leroy Keyes for an 11-yard score and Hanratty pitched to Paul Snow for a 27-yard touchdown.

After the Boilermakers took the lead, Notre Dame managed to get to within 14 yards of a potential tying or winning score before faking the punt on the punt on downs.

With that upset win, the Boilermakers scolded away any Notre Dame chances of a national championship, as Ara Parseghian's Irish went on to finish the season with an 8-2 record.
After losing their second heartbreaker of the season against Michigan State last year, Notre Dame still has a shot to make the Cotton Bowl. When Hugh Devore did not get his team into the Cotton Bowl in 1986, it seemed like there was no way Notre Dame would ever make the big game. But Notre Dame has been impressive, although his inexperience does show up in the interception column.

In two games George has completed 51- of 90 passes for 489 yards and three touchdowns. But he has eight interceptions, five of them in the 41-26 loss to Pittsburgh.

"Jeff George is an outstanding quarterback," noted Holtz. "He has a quick release, and he throws the ball very well. Pittsburgh did put some pressure on him, and he did throw five interceptions. But that can happen to a young man."

"He didn't throw the interceptions because he doesn't have an awful lot of natural talent or doesn't have a natural knack to be a great passer." Holtz said.

Burtnett has fashioned his own offense around the pass. Of the 267.5 yards average offense per game Purdue has, only 15.5 yards have come from the rush. The team was unable to establish the running game, though, will be hurt on the offensive line, though, will be hurt on the offensive line, though, will be hurt on the offensive line. The team was unable to establish the running game, though, will be hurt on the offensive line, though, will be hurt on the offensive line.

George's top receivers are tailback Jerry and flanker Lance Scheib, who has shown up Impressive numbers. Last week he completed 15 of 36 passes for 259 yards and one touchdown. Due to injuries, all-America cornerback Rod Woodson has appeared slow, and he has been turnover-prone at the quarterback position.

The freshman quarterback sensation mentioned above is Jeff George. He beat out Junior Doug Downing and freshman Jeff Huber to lead the Boilermakers to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories.

"We haven't been able to pressure the passer very much. We've challenged our defensive linemen, and this is going to be a big challenge for them to put pressure on the passer," said Holtz.

The Irish defense will be led by tackle Wally Kleine, inside linebacker Mike Krouskis, and corner back Troy Wilson. Tackle Robert Banks is questionable with a pulled hamstring, as is linebacker Cedric Figaro with a sprained ankle.

The Irish carefully watched Pittsburgh's pass rush, which caused two fumbles and played a part in the five interceptions last week. Pittsburgh relied on quickness and technique to approach George, and blitzed him to a lesser extent.

Notre Dame's offense vs. Purdue's defense:

The freshman quarterback sensation mentioned above is Jeff George. He beat out Jeff Huber to lead the Boilermakers to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories.
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The question in this battle is not so much whether Purdue can stop Notre Dame, but whether Notre Dame can stop itself. The Irish secondary, which still does not have the services of Mike Haywood, will have a busy afternoon.
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The Irish defense will be led by tackle Wally Kleine, inside linebacker Mike Krouskis, and corner back Troy Wilson. Tackle Robert Banks is questionable with a pulled hamstring, as is linebacker Cedric Figaro with a sprained ankle.

The Irish carefully watched Pittsburgh's pass rush, which caused two fumbles and played a part in the five interceptions last week. Pittsburgh relied on quickness and technique to approach George, and blitzed him to a lesser extent.

Notre Dame's offense vs. Purdue's defense:

The question in this battle is not so much whether Purdue can stop Notre Dame, but whether Notre Dame can stop itself. The Irish secondary, which still does not have the services of Mike Haywood, will have a busy afternoon.

George's top receivers are tailback Jerry and flanker Lance Scheib, who has shown up Impressive numbers. Last week he completed 15 of 36 passes for 259 yards and one touchdown. Due to injuries, all-America cornerback Rod Woodson has appeared slow, and he has been turnover-prone at the quarterback position.

The freshman quarterback sensation mentioned above is Jeff George. He beat out Junior Doug Downing and freshman Jeff Huber to lead the Boilermakers to both victories, has led Purdue to both victories.

"We haven't been able to pressure the passer very much. We've challenged our defensive linemen, and this is going to be a big challenge for them to put pressure on the passer," said Holtz.

The Irish defense will be led by tackle Wally Kleine, inside linebacker Mike Krouskis, and corner back Troy Wilson. Tackle Robert Banks is questionable with a pulled hamstring, as is linebacker Cedric Figaro with a sprained ankle.

The Irish carefully watched Pittsburgh's pass rush, which caused two fumbles and played a part in the five interceptions last week. Pittsburgh relied on quickness and technique to approach George, and blitzed him to a lesser extent.

Notre Dame's offense vs. Purdue's defense:

The question in this battle is not so much whether Purdue can stop Notre Dame, but whether Notre Dame can stop itself. The Irish secondary, which still does not have the services of Mike Haywood, will have a busy afternoon.
And the beat goes on... for nation's oldest collegiate marching band

Jeanine Powers
features writer

If there is one football team in the country that needs no help from a band-either to stir the spirits or fill the stands-it is Notre Dame's Fighting Irish.

There has always been a close and affectionate tie between the Notre Dame athletic department and the Notre Dame Bands. Even Knute Rockne played flute for Notre Dame long before he thought of coaching. Former athletic director, Edward "Moose" Krause, spent some years studying music before he put his clarinet on the shelf to devote himself to athletics.

A former captain of the football team says, "When I was a player, I knew the band got the adrenalin flowing in the team. I didn't realize how much they contributed to the whole game until I became a spectator."

Historically, the band has a rich tradition of its own, generations older than the football team and nearly as old as the University itself. It has been active continually since 1846 and claims, with some justification, to be the oldest college band in the nation. It was among the first to use marching formations and to spell out words on the football field.

The Band of the Fighting Irish has always provided music and pageantry for the Notre Dame football games. It was on hand for the first game with Michigan in 1887 and has not missed a single home game since that time.

Director Emeritus, Robert O'Brien, suggests that the band's history might even go back to the year the University was founded because one historical account begins, "In 1842 a small (band) of brothers came to northern Indiana." O'Brien does admit, though, that the first documented appearance of the band was not until Notre Dame's commencement in 1846. The band was declared a "Landmark of American Music" in 1976 by the National Music Council, the Indiana Music Educators Association and Exxon.

Millions of people know the Notre Dame band through its appearances at half-time shows at home football games, bowl games and other away trips. The band performed at the Mirage Bowl game in Tokyo in 1979. The band also performs at basketball games, and has marched and played at countless civic functions, dedications, and parades. Few realize that the football function of the band is but a small part of the total schedule.

The band performs 60 to 70 public performances during the nine-month school year in addition to its half-time appearances during the football season.

The Notre Dame Band first performed the famous "Notre Dame Victory March" in 1908. The march, written by John and Michael Shea, has been played everywhere from flea circuses on 42nd Street in New York to White House parties in Washington. One alumnus tells the story of hearing the march played as a demonstration tune on Chinese violins in Tientsin during the Second World War.

This famous melody has become one of the most copied and paraphrased college songs of all time.

Half-time: Sounds of the 50s

Entrance Runaround Sue
Saxophone feature Tequila
Drill/Dance At the Hop

see BAND, page 2
Painting faces for charity

MARY JACOBY  
features editor

It's too good of a deal to pass up: promote school spirit while supporting a good cause. Or at least that's what Finance Club Vice President Ryan Robinson is hoping students will think Saturday when the club sets up its face-painting booth as a fundraiser for both the club itself and the American Cancer Society.

As a fundraiser, the Finance Club will be painting blue and gold stripes on the cheeks of Notre Dame football fans for $1 an application. Half the proceeds will be donated to the American Cancer Society.

Notre Dame Head Football Coach Lou Holtz is the honorary fundraiser chairman for the Finance Club booth located next to the backstop near the student section of Notre Dame's stadium. The Finance Club booth will be decorated with a caricature of Holtz. Robinson said, "But we knew the Cancer Society was a worthy charity."

"We learned the potential was there to make thousands and thousands of dollars. We wanted to share the proceeds philanthropically," Robinson said.

With the rest of the profits the Finance Club intends to sponsor a trip to Wall Street for members during October break. Members would visit the New York Stock Exchange, Chase Manhattan Bank, Drexel Burnham Lambert, and the Federal Reserve.

"The trip will give us a chance to learn about our field and party with the activity," Robinson said.

The Finance Club got the idea for face painting from Ohio State, which sponsored the same project approximately two years ago. The Ohio State effort succeeded in painting a majority of students in their stadium.

"This year the Finance Club booth will be stationed on Green Field Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2:15 p.m. next to the backstop near the Alumni Senior Club. The backstop will be decorated with a caricature of Holtz. Robinson en- courages students not affiliated with the Finance Club to help with the activity.

Band

continued from page 1

A former Notre Dame bandsman and band director, the late Joseph Casasanta, composed "Notre Dame. Our Mother" (the Alma Mater). "When Irish Backs Go Marching By," "Hike, Notre Dame," "Down the Line," and several other well-known school songs. Casasanta directed the band from 1919 to 1942. O'Brien, who directed the band from 1952 to 1986, wrote "The Victory Clog (Damsha Bua)."

The band's present director is James Phillips. He serves as acting director this year after being the associate director with O'Brien since 1965. Father George Walgreens, and Nicholas Morrison are the band's assistant directors this year.

The University of Notre Dame Band has been shaking down the thunder from the sky for more than a century and hopes to continue to do so for generations to come. The Notre Dame Band proudly feels that its tradition points out the viability and the eternal youth that signifies the American Band of today.

1. Walk Like an Egyptian - The Bangles
2. Sing Our Own Song - UB40
3. Human Human League
4. In Your Eyes - Peter Gabriel
5. Spirit in the Sky - Doctor and the Medics
6. Boys Don't Cry - The Cure
7. Whole New World - It Bites
8. Fadeaway - The Bodeans
9. Fall On Me - R.E.M.
10. Twist and Shout - Rodney Dangerfield

This chart compiled from the playlists of WVIT-AM 940 from Sept. 10 to Sept. 16.
A lot of ‘Aliens’ make for a great movie

P.A. CIMINO

features writer

It has a different director and a different storyline, but ‘Aliens’ is finally here. The sequel to director Ridley Scott’s science-fiction horror film ‘Alien’ from 1979, ‘Aliens’ offers the return of Sigourney Weaver, special effects galore and a script that has many scenes missing and some time screaming, in the aisles.

“Aliens” is the continuing story of flight officer Ripley, played by Weaver, who is well remembered for her role in “Ghostbusters” and was directed by James Cameron, the man responsible for “The Terminator.” As the film opens, Ripley, who has been suspended for 57 years in the escape pod of her previously destroyed ship, the ‘Nostromo,’ is rescued. She explains the circumstances under which she crew and ship met their respective fates, her mention of an ‘Alien’ is received with expressions of delight. The planet Acheron, where she encountered the alien in the first film is said to have been inhabited for the last two years. With this revelation to quiver, she is dismissed from the Company and forced to reside in a seedy apartment and exist on the meager salary of a cargo loader.

However, this is temporary because she is immediately called by the Company to act as special advisor on a rescue mission to the colony on Acheron where alien is lost. Thus begins Ripley’s encounter with a platoon of space marines, whose sole responsibility is to make a drop on Acheron and rescue any surviving colonists. The colonists are not the only beings they find. ‘Aliens’ is not a basic space adventure film because the story is not the only important part. Each character acts as an individual. From Ripley to the least remembered marine, the actors play their roles with enthusiasm and realism that lets the audience come as close as possible to feeling just what the characters are experiencing.

Weaver is not bad in her reprised Rip Van Winkle-like role of Officer Ripley. Weaver has never been known as a very emotional actress and in fact, she was almost passed over for her role in “Ghostbusters” because director Ivan Reitman thought she was too stern for the role. But she is given the chance to act in ‘Aliens’ and she lives up to the challenge. The script of the film allows her the opportunity to be both mother and butcher: something the earlier Ripley’s film had no intention of doing. Here the audience gets to see the inside of Ripley and Weaver gives a good show. Weaver has the main role and is supported by Michael Biehn, who, like many of the other actors playing marines, came to the “Aliens” team from “Terminator” with Cameron. He was good in that film and he is also strong here as the only really sane marine in the group. Corporate Hicks. Biehn’s lines are small but his presence is great and he is on the screen with Weaver, she shines. The rest of the marines are good too. Especially Bill Paxton as the extremely competent but easily unavailing Private Hudson. Paul Reiser, who starred in the comedy “Diner” also gives a strong showing as the Company representative on the squad. The real applause belongs not to the actors, but to the special effects departments. And there are plenty of them. Once again people from the “Terminator” team have done an astounding job making the alien beings extremely life-like. The creatures move with a suppleness that is totally believable and can conjure up chills in even the staunchest of movie goers.

This film is directed and edited to perfection. Each scene is developed to bring out strong reaction from the audience. When you see a picture that has everything: all the plot, all the action, all the chills, it becomes that much more realizable. ‘Aliens’ even film had no intention of doing. Here the audience gets to see the inside of Ripley and Weaver gives a good show. Weaver has the main role and is supported by Michael Biehn, who, like many of the other actors playing marines, came to the “Aliens” team from “Terminator” with Cameron. He was good in that film and he is also strong here as the only really sane marine in the group. Corporate Hicks. Biehn’s lines are small but his presence is great and he is on the screen with Weaver, she shines. The rest of the marines are good too. Especially Bill Paxton as the extremely competent but easily unavailing Private Hudson. Paul Reiser, who starred in the comedy “Diner” also gives a strong showing as the Company representative on the squad. The real applause belongs not to the actors, but to the special effects departments. And there are plenty of them. Once again people from the “Terminator” team have done an astounding job making the alien beings extremely life-like. The creatures move with a suppleness that is totally believable and can conjure up chills in even the staunchest of movie goers.

The acting Ensemble Stage Company will present William Saroyan’s fantasy “My Heart’s in the Highlands.” Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday at the Coffin Cultural Center, 914 Lincolnway West. For ticket information call 234-PLAY.

The Scoop

Movies

The Student Activities Board presents “Rebel Without a Cause” Friday and Saturday in the Engineering Auditorium. James Dean creates the image of a teenager caught in a web of alienation and juvenile violence. The film also stars Natalie Wood and Sal Mineo. Admission to the show is $1.50.

“All About Eve,” an engaging drama starring Bette Davis as an aging actress who is challenged by the seemingly innocent Anne Baxter will be presented at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Little Theater on the campus of Indiana University South Bend. Admission to the film is $1.75.

The department of communication and theater presents “Quiltambo” tonight at the Ammenberg Auditorium. This movie is a historical saga derived from fact and is a fusion of folklore, political impact and dynamic storytelling realized in vibrant tropical colors and set to the pulsing beat of Gilberto Gil’s musical score. Tickets to the show is 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. shows are $1.50.

The Art

The exhibit “Tamarind: 25 Years” continues this weekend at the Snite Museum. The exhibit marks the 25th anniversary of the Tamarind Lithography Workshop. Works by the following artists will be included in the show: Josef Albers, Richard Diebenkorn, Sam Francis, Philip Guston, David Hockney, John Altoon, Louise Nevelson, Rufino Tamayo, Judy Chicago, Wayne Thiebaud, Olivier, Fritz Scholder, Roy Deforest and Joseph Raffael and others prominent in the print field.

Movie review

“Aliens”

Nelles

in the Recital Hall at Indiana University

Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) dons a Power Loader to do battle with the “Aliens.”

The University of Notre Dame department of theater presents the musical "Ragtime," performed by Rick Cluchey at 8:10 p.m. on Friday in Washington Hall. Ticket prices for the show are $6 for main floor, $5 for the balcony and $4 for students.

Theater

Music

The Sleeping Beauty by Tchaikovsky will be presented at 8:10 p.m. Saturday at the Auditorium.

The Mass

The celebrants for Mass at Sacred Heart Church this weekend will be:

Father Thomas Blantz at 9 a.m. on Sunday.

Father Daniel Jenky at 7:15 p.m. on Friday and Saturday at the Coffin Cultural Center.

The schedule for confessions in Sacred Heart Church is:

Monday through Saturday at 11:15 a.m.

Monday through Friday at 5 p.m. and Saturday only 4-5 p.m. in the cryps.

Vespers will be held Sundays at 7:15 p.m. in the Lady Chapel.

The rosary is said daily at 6:45 p.m. at the Grotto.
Spreading the seeds of grace

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

says, he doesn't have a church or a Mass to go to. Today, coming out of the bookstore, as soon as I un­
leashed Darby from the fence post where I had kept him ner­
vously waiting for me, he made a beeline for Chris, whom he must have been watching as he ate his lunch under a shade tree. By the time I caught up to D. O'G., he was enjoying a snack from Chris's sandwich.

Darby serves as a hound of heaven and a Catholic mission­
ary, and today I felt he was spreading the seeds of grace on the path of life. To help me fulfill my human purpose, he said, "Chris, how would you like to be­
come a Catholic?" The king's wise man, his Merlin, has in mind when He died on the Cross, to help me fulfill my human purpose. It was a warm day for such heavy talk. The dog was now asleep. Chris had his eyes closed; he wasn't asleep, only listen­ing intently to find out where I was going. "Many centuries ago," I said, "the missionaries came to a pagan country to preach the Gospel. The king hesitated to let them in. Finally, the king's wise man, his Merlin, offered this advice:

"Imagine, my Lord, a bird out of the winter night, coming through a window into your warm, festive banquet hall. The bird has this brief passage through the warmth and light and stays no longer than the time it takes for those wet, chirped wings to find another window to pass back into the storm.

"The question should not be what waits for them, but Who waits for them." I answered. "Priests, on their own, don't know anything. As Christians, we have the testimony of the Lord, who died on the cross for a sinner, and told us not to fear the dark­
ness at either end of the tunnel. He alone has the credentials to tell us to be at peace, since He came from the Father and would return to the father. By going ahead of us like a scout to ex­
plore the way, He lets us see that the Love that raised him is a power stronger than death,"

Chris gave a sigh as though he were trying to figure out all in. "So," he said, "the Lord came to fill in the gaps, and light candles in the minds of priests, who use bor­
rowed jargon to pass on the good word to the rest of us?"

"I wasn't going to let him trap me with that, but he began to tell me that God uses His name to fill the gaps, and then takes back more and more of God's territory as soon as we have a better understanding of secondary causes.

"The gaps," I said, "if they're merely physical, like the empty spaces between the stars: or if we leave out with questions about the cause of things, like Who wound up the lock of the universe?, are part of the on­
going game that faith plays with science.

"The metaphysical gaps, represented by the emptiness that is always part of us, helps us to know who we are and what we're loners, designed to be. It is that way by the Creator, He tells us a different contract, if He ever does." I said. "Even if I'm soopically occupied, even if I'm in the company of Christ, the loneliness is there, though it's not pressing down on me. Later, when the company is gone, I'll know how profound the loneliness is, and always has been found."

"God lets me morn the dead," I said. "I'm trying to let you see that the grief leaves in my soul is as a circus tent, he doesn't send substitutes, not even him­self. Memories and hope are the only comforts He allows, be­
cause He wants me to know, by the very possibility, that the hearts that were for Him will always be restless until they rest in Him.

"With all your talk of gaps, vacancies, obscurities and mys­
teries, you're confused," he said.

"I'm confused myself," I ad­
mitted, "though I'm working on it. I'm trying to let you see that faith doesn't have all the answers. I often don't know where God is, where He fits in, what things mean, or what His will is. On the spiritual plane, as in the scheme of evolution. He's a hidden God, and He keeps us guessing. His absence keeps us hungry for His presence."

"I now know that the Catholic religion isn't all cut-and-dried," he said. "I thought you priests had your act together better than that."

"What have you got against priests?" I asked good naturedly. "They didn't invent the Catholic Church or the God that hides. Priests are only professional Christians who are trying to pass on hope, love and redemption to the world. Nothing stops you from shopping for the priest of your choice, until you finally find one who avoids jargon."

By now, he was throwing a ball for Darby, who was chasing it. If he joins the Catholic church, he will be Darby's convert. I'm just the mouthpiece for that dog when heaven sends him on errands of grace.

Notre Dame Avenue
Apartments
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.
On site management & maintenance.
all deluxe features
Move in on 10/1/86 and get ONE MONTH FREE RENT
Office at 280 ND Ave 314-6647
Call Anytime

CLUB HOURS:
FRIDAY: 9p.m.-2a.m.
SATURDAY: (gameday)
12 (noon) . 2p.m.
1/2 hour after game - 2a.m.

Call anytime

Michigan Stable's
Trail Rides, Pony Rides, Hay Rides
Leslie 219-872-2114
Open 7 Days per week

U.S. 12 (East of Michigan City)
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360

Call anytime

The Legend Lives On
n Notre Dame Avenue Bookstore
- Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

THE HAMMES NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
5025 S. University Avenue
Michigan City, Indiana 46360

Call anytime